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A B S T R A C T
Timing analysis of ^12 .4  Ms of IN T EG R A L / IB I S  da ta  has revealed a period of 
51.47 ±  0.02 days in the supergiant fast X-ray transient source X TE J1739—302/IGR 
J17391—3021 th a t can be interpreted as an orbital period. An ou tburst history show­
ing 35 epochs of activity has been produced, showing X-ray outbursts throughout the 
orbit of XTE J1739—302. Possible indications of an enhanced equatorial density region 
within the supergiant stellar wind are present in the phase-folded lightcurve. It is found 
th a t m any orbital configurations are possible within this system with eccentricities of 
up to  e ^0 .8  valid.
K ey  words: X-rays: binaries - X-rays: individual: X TE J1739—302 - X-rays: bursts 
- stars: winds, outflows
1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
XTE J1739—302 was discovered as a new X-ray transient 
with the proportional counter array (PCA) on the Rossi 
X-ray Timing Explorer (R X T E ) (Glasser et al. 1994) dur­
ing observations of the Galactic centre region (Smith et al. 
1998). The source was first detected at 16:58 UT on 1997 Au­
gust 12; it had not been detected in the previous scan of the 
region on 03 August and was not detected during the next 
scan on 14 August. Assuming a therm al brem sstrahlung 
spectral model, Sm ith et al. (1998) estim ated an unabsorbed 
peak flux (2 to 25keV) of 3.0 x 10~9 erg cm ~2 s_1. They 
proposed th a t the source was a binary comprised of a Be star 
and a neutron star based upon its spectral shape but noted 
th a t its brief, yet luminous, outburst was uncharacteristic 
for such objects.
Sunyaev et al. (2003) reported the detection of a new 
transient source, IGR J17391 —3021, with the IBIS/ISGRI 
detector (Ubertini et al. 2003, Lebrun et al. 2003) on board 
IN T E G R A L  (Winkler et al. 2003) peaking at 00:44 UT on 
2003 August 26 and noting tha t the source position was 
compatible with the known location of XTE J1739—302. 
A Chandra localisation of the X-ray position of XTE 
J1739—302 (Smith & Heindl 2004) allowed the identifica­
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tion of the optical counterpart as an 0 8  Iab(f) supergiant 
located ^2 .3  kpc away (Negueruela, Smith, & Chaty 2005; 
Negueruela. et al. 2006b).
Sguera et al. (2005) identified a new object class of re­
current fast X-ray transients presenting XTE J1739—302 
as one of three example systems. They presented four new 
outbursts detected by IN T E G R A L  and presented a re­
fined position which associated XTE J1739—302 with IGR 
J17391 —3021 with a high probability. All three systems 
showed the same characteristic outburst behaviour with out­
burst rise times of the order of an hour and typical durations 
of less than  a day. The detection of more fast X-ray tran ­
sients by IN T E G R A L  and the subsequent identification of a 
number of the optical counterparts with OB supergiants led 
to the class being known as supergiant fast X-ray transients 
(SFXTs, Negueruela. et a.i. 2006a).
This object class is characterised by quiescent or very 
low levels of X-ray activity with luminosity values or upper 
limits of 1032 - 1034 erg s_1 rising by a factor of 103 - 104 dur­
ing outburst (Negueruela et al. 2006a). To date there are 10 
confirmed SFXTs (see individual source papers for details, 
Negueruela et al. 2006b; Pellizza, Chaty, & Negueruela 
2006; Romano et a.i. 2007; Nespoli, Fa.brega.t, & Mennickent 
2008; R.a.houi & Cha.ty 2008; M asetti et a.i. 2008; 
Romano et al. 2009c; Zurita Heras & W alter 2009). There 
are also a num ber of candidate SFXTs which exhibit the
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appropriate X-ray flaring behaviour bu t for which an opti­
cal counterpart is yet to be determined (e.g. Sguera et al. 
2006).
The outburst histories of some of the known SFXTs 
have been shown to display periodic emission, inter­
preted as the orbital period of the compact object in 
the system. These periods have a large range from a 
few days, such as IGR J16479—4514 with a period of 
3.32 days (Jain, Paul, & D u tta  2009), to fractions of a year; 
IGR J11215—5952 having an orbital period of 165 days 
(Romano et al. 2009a). In some cases an X-ray pulse pe­
riod has also been discovered (e.g IGR J11215—5952, 
IGR J16465—4507, IGR J18483-0311, AX J1841.0- 
0536, Swank, Smith, & M arkwardt 2007; W alter et al. 2006; 
Sguera et al. 2007; Bam ba et al. 2001), leading to the firm 
identification of the compact object as a neutron star. Sev­
eral mechanisms to explain the observed outbursts in SFXT 
systems have been proposed. In general these use either a 
structure in the supergiant stellar wind or magnetic effects 
on the accretion flow. See Sidoli (2009b) and the references 
therein for a fuller review of the current proposed outburst 
mechanisms.
Further analysis of outbursts from XTE J1739—302 
found flares lasting between 30 minutes and 3 hours and 
variations in absorption column density seen between bursts 
(Smith et al. 2006; Sguera et al. 2005). The X-ray spectrum  
of XTE J1739—302 has been well studied in all levels of emis­
sion (Sidoli et al. 2008, Sidoli et al. 2009a, Romano et al. 
2009b, Blay et al. 2008, Bozzo et al. 2010). XTE J1739-302 
is often well fit w ith powerlaw spectra and exhibits varia­
tions in photon-index and absorption column densities be­
tween outburst and quiescence, further tra its  of SFXT be­
haviour. Broadband spectra have also shown a possible cut­
off at —13keV and indications of absorption features at 
—30keV and —60keV. These spectral shapes are character­
istic of an accreting neutron star (Negueruela et al. 2006a).
XTE J1739—302 is located approximately 2 degrees 
from the Galactic centre (RA 17:39:11.6, Dec -30:20:37.6 
(Smith et al. 2006)) and as a result has a large am ount of 
coverage from the IN T E G R A L  Galactic Centre Bulge Mon­
itoring Campaign (Kuulkers et al. 2007) and Galactic Cen­
tre Deep Exposure (W inkler et al. 1999). In this report new 
analysis undertaken on the full IN T E G R A L /IB IS  d a ta  set 
is presented. Section 2 reports the d a ta  selection used and 
Section 3 the analysis performed, in the form of periodicity 
analysis in Section 3.1 and outburst identification in Section
3.2. A discussion of the results and their physical interpreta­
tion is given in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 
5.
2 D A T A  SE L E C T IO N
Our analysis used data  from IN T E G R A L  archives cover­
ing M JD 52671.7 through M JD 54763.6, an initial da ta  set 
of —14.4 Ms. Using the IN T E G R A L  Offline Science Anal­
ysis (OSA; Goldwurm et al. 2003) v7.0 software an 18 - 
60keV Science Window (ScW) IBIS/ISG RI lightcurve was 
generated (Bird et al. 2010). Nominally a ScW represents an 
—2000s observation. The lightcurve was filtered as to dis­
regard ScWs with exposure times of less than  200 s and /o r 
source locations separated from the telescope pointing axis
by more than  12 degrees. As a result, ScWs with large errors 
on the flux determ ination are removed, which is desirable 
when da ta  is to be used for Lomb-Scargle analysis, see Sec­
tion 3.1. The result is an 18 - 60keV lightcurve, spanning 
MJD 52698.2 to M JD 54763.6 with a to tal effective exposure 
o f -1 2 .4  Ms.
XTE J1739—302 also has coverage in the R X T E  All Sky 
M onitor (ASM) and Swift Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) pub­
lic databases. After filtering for poor quality data  flags, short 
exposures and low coded aperture fractions, the S w ift/BAT 
lightcurve covers M JD 53413 through to MJD 55208 with 
an effective exposure time of —13.2 Ms. The R X T E /ASM 
lightcurve spans MJD 50088.1 to MJD 55209.9, with a total 
exposure tim e of —3.45 Ms.
3 D A T A  A N A L Y SIS
3.1 P erio d ic ity  A n alysis
The filtered IBIS/ISG RI lightcurve was tested for periodic 
signals by means of a Lomb-Scargle analysis (Lomb 1976, 
Scargle 1982). The resulting periodogram contained several 
peaks of relatively high power. To test for significance a 
Monte-Carlo based random isation test was performed, as 
outlined in Hill et al. (2005). The resulting periodogram and 
calculated confidence levels are shown in Fig. 1.
As Fig. 1 shows, there are several peaks th a t appear to 
be above the 99.999% significance level. However, as a bi­
nary system containing this num ber of physical periodicities 
is unlikely, efforts were made to explain the presence of each 
signal. The first effect considered was tha t of the window 
function resulting from the large scale, non-uniform sam­
pling of d a ta  within the IBIS/ISG RI lightcurve. To evaluate 
these effects, simulated lightcurves with the same shape as 
the phase-folded lightcurves (e.g. Fig. 2) and identical data 
gaps to the real data  were generated, subjected to Lomb- 
Scargle analysis and their periodograms produced. Only a 
period of 51.47 days reproduced patterns seen in the actual 
periodogram; this being also the period w ith the maximum 
power in the data. As seen in the lower panel of Fig. 1 the 
periodogram of this window function explains the large fea­
tures at —40 and 70 days as well as features at shorter peri­
ods. These short period features are consistent with many of 
the periods above 99.999% confidence in the real da ta  and 
are interpreted as higher frequency components introduced 
by the non-sinusoidal profile of the phase-folded lightcurve.
While the low period peaks do not entirely m atch these 
seen in the real periodogram, this analysis was only per­
formed for the time-averaged phase-folded lightcurve. The 
analysis was repeated for three subsets of the data, and the 
peaks at short periods were found to vary between subsets 
(e.g. the lowest inset in Fig. 1), most likely due to changes 
in observing patte rn  and frequency during the mission. Fur­
therm ore there are other possible sources of periodicity 
within this period range. The IN T E G R A L  orbital period is 
—3 days and during the core program (Winkler et al. 1999) 
IN T E G R A L  was performing scans of the galactic plane and 
galactic centre exposures in a very regimented manner. As 
a result the shorter period significant signals are taken as 
being either directly related to the 51.47 day signal, from 
other sources of artificial periodicity or beating interactions
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F ig u r e  2. Phase folded lightcurve of th e  full IB IS /ISG R I X TE  
J1739—302 18 - 60keV  d a ta  set w ith th e  ephem eris M JD 52698.2 
and a period of 51.47 days. T he positions of th e  low and quiescence 
level emission detections described in Section 4 are indicated.
0.65 to 0.75. A more detailed discussion of this profile is 
given in Section 4.
The public access R X T E /A S M  and S w ift/B A T  
lightcurves were also searched for periodic signals using the 
Lomb-Scargle m ethod, however in these cases no significant 
signals were detected at any period. While this is unusual 
it is not the first time tha t periods have been seen with one 
instrum ent and not others (Clark et al. 2009).
F ig u r e  1. Top: Lomb-Scargle periodogram  of th e  full 
IB IS /ISG R I 18 - 60keV  lightcurve w ith th e  99.9%, 99.99% and 
99.999% confidence levels shown. Bottom : Lomb-Scargle peri­
odogram  of a function based on th e  shape of th e  phase folded 
lightcurve a t a  period of 51.47 days m odulated w ith th e  d a ta  
gaps present in th e  IB IS /ISG R I data . Inset are zoomed views of 
th e  short period regions of th e  periodogram  in bo th  cases and 
also of a datasubset in th e  bo ttom ost inset
between these. Therefore 51.47 days is considered to be a 
real, physical periodicity in the XTE J1739—302 system. On 
the contrary no indication of the —8 day period predicted by 
Blay et al. (2008) is found in the analysis.
A Monte-Ca.rlo based test was also used to estim ate the 
uncertainty on the period found within the data. Flux val­
ues are randomised within their l a  error bars and a Lomb- 
Scargle test performed, the period with highest power in the 
region around the initial period is recorded. This process is 
repeated 200,000 times and the resulting distribution fit with 
a Gaussian, the w idth of which is taken as the la  error on 
the identified period. An error of ±  0.02 days was found for 
the 51.47 day period of XTE J1739—302. Figure 2 shows the 
phase-folded lightcurve of the XTE J1739—302 system us­
ing the identified period. The ephemeris of M JD 52698.2 is 
used, defining the initial zero phase at the first observation of 
XTE J1739—302 with IN T E G R A L /IB IS . The phase-folded 
lightcurve shows a shape th a t is dom inated by enhancement 
of emission at what appears to be three points in the or­
bit. The supposed periastron, phase 0.4 to 0.6, also has two 
nearly symmetric side-peaks at phases of 0.25 to 0.35 and
3.2  O u tb urst Iden tification
In conjunction with periodicity analysis the IBIS/ISGRI 
lightcurve was also searched for outbursts by a significance 
test. The lightcurve is searched with windows of increas­
ing size in all positions along its length and the significance 
across the entire data  window calculated. The data window 
with the maximum significance is then  recorded and those 
ScWs removed from the lightcurve. This process is repeated 
until all regions w ith a significance greater than  4a  have 
been identified.
Statistical tests were performed to estim ate how many 
detections could result from a combination of random  noise 
in the data  and the number of trials performed. A syn­
thetic random  lightcurve was created with the same sta tis­
tical properties as the real data (RMS and num ber of data 
points) and run through the burst finding procedure. This 
resulted in five ‘detections’ above the 4a  level, the largest 
being 4.41a. Consequently, the seven events below 4.5cr were 
removed from the outburst history. Finally higher tim e reso­
lution lightcurves (100 s binning) were generated for each of 
the remaining events and checked manually to ensure out­
burst behaviour could be observed. It was seen th a t the m a­
jority of the remaining events showed distinct flaring fea­
tures while the remainder showed lower level activity, pos­
sibly due to small flares with emission mostly below the 
sensitivity of IBIS/ISG RI bu t where the peak of the emis­
sion is detected. As a result th irty  five outburst events have 
been identified within the XTE J1739—302 IBIS/ISG RI 
lightcurve. The subset of all those outbursts with a signifi­
cance greater than  8a  is given in Table 1, and examples of
4 S. P. Drave et al.
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F ig u r e  3. Finer binned 100s o u tbursts  showing tem poral be­
haviour a t different levels of activity. Top: th e  35.29<r o u tb u rst 
recorded in Table 1. Bottom : a 5.42<r o u tb u rst recorded at 
M JD  53806.29. T he larger o u tb u rst displays m ultiple flares w ithin 
regions of consistent emission, whereas th e  sm aller o u tb u rst con­
sists of one lower level flare.
finely binned outburst lightcurves at high and low levels of 
activity are shown in Fig 3.
Combining the outburst history with the new orbital 
ephemeris allows the phase of each outburst event to be de­
fined. Figure 4 shows the phase distribution of the identified 
outbursts. The histogram shows the number of outbursts ob­
served around the orbit (right hand axis) and it is seen tha t 
the distribution is not strongly structured. However, using 
the finely binned lightcurves of each event, a measurement 
of the fluence was made and this distribution is shown by 
the points in Fig. 4. Crosses indicate measurements where a 
full outburst profile was deemed to be present, whereas dia­
monds represent lower limits determined from profiles tha t 
showed incomplete coverage of the event. It can be seen tha t 
the ‘periastron’ region contains more larger outbursts. Hence 
while it appears possible to observe outbursts at any point 
around the orbit of XTE J1739—302, the larger outbursts 
occur predominantly at periastron. A cluster of higher flu­
ence outbursts are also seen within the phase of the left­
most side-peak of Fig. 2. Targeted pulsation searches were 
performed on the most significant of the identified outburst 
ScWs, however no significant pulsations were detected.
The IBIS/ISG RI lightcurve was also analysed after the
Phase
F ig u r e  4 . O u tb u rst d istribu tion  in o rb ital phase space. T he his­
togram  shows th e  num ber d istribu tion  of o u tb u rsts  in orbital 
phase (right hand scale) whereas th e  individual points show flu­
ence estim ations, in counts, of each o u tb u rst (left hand scale, 
crosses are full estim ates and diam onds lower lim its). W hile th e  
num ber d istribu tion  appears som ew hat flat, it is seen th a t  th e  
fluence m easurem ents are peaked around periastron. Hence while 
o u tbursts can occur a t any point around th e  orbit, th e  larger 
o u tbursts are observed a t periastron.
outbursts were removed to evaluate if any underlying flux 
m odulation could be observed. The folded lightcurve with 
the outbursts removed (Fig. 5) shows no sign of an underly­
ing periodicity, suggesting tha t the 51.47 day signal observed 
in the periodogram is a direct result of outburst emission. 
However there does appear to be some very low level de­
tectable emission within the orbit, comparable to the 2 - 
lOkeV flux detected by Chandra of 1.3 x 10 ~ n  erg cm ~2 
s_1 (using the spectral param eters F =  0.62 and iih  =  4.2 
x 1022 cm ~2 of Sm ith et al. 2006) occurring at a phase of 
0.793 with these ephemeris. The location of this Chandra 
ACIS-I observation is indicated in Fig. 2.
The Sw ift/B A T orbital lightcurve was also inspected for 
outbursts and it was seen to contain twelve outburst events. 
Coincident detections w ith IBIS/ISG RI are indicated in Ta­
ble 1. There were also six events th a t are not temporally 
coverred by the IBIS/ISG RI data, these are outlined in Ta­
ble 2. Of the whole set five outbursts occurred in the perias­
tron region, four within the ‘side peaks’ and three at other 
phase locations, showing a phase distribution similar to th a t 
seen in the IBIS/ISG RI lightcurve, see the phase ratios in 
Section 4. As the periodic signal in this source is believed 
to come mostly from outburst emission the lower num ber of 
events in the Sw ift/B A T lightcurve helps explain why the 
signal is not seen in the periodicity analysis in this case.
4 D IS C U S S IO N
An orbital period of 51.47 days puts XTE J1739—302 as one 
of the longer period SFXTs, approxim ately one third  the 
length of the longest SFXT, IGR J11215-5952 with its pe­
riod of 165 days. The large size of this orbit gives rise to 
many possible orbital configurations, making the constrain­
ing of orbital param eters difficult. Using Kepler’s third  law, 
assuming a neutron star mass of 1.4 M,t, and a stellar mass
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Table 1. IBIS/ISGRI identified outbursts with a significance of greater than 8<r
D ate M JD “ Significance6
a
O rbita l Phase Peak Flux6 
10~10 erg cm ~ 2 s_1
Lum inosity6^ 1q3B erg s - l D uration(h)
Also R eported 
In
52720.52 36.17 0.44 19.03 12.04 1.55 Sguera et al. 2005
52724.63 8.17 0.55 11.34 7.18 41.20 **
52877.8 49.22 0.5 22.90 14.50 14.59 Sunyaev e t al. 2003
52892.62 8.31 0.78 5.55 3.51 0.38 **
53073.51d 35.91 0.29 16.20 10.26 2.31 Sguera et al. 2005
53074.09d 16.64 0.3 10.03 6.35 1.26 Sguera et al. 2005
53093.86 12.72 0.69 5.43 3.44 1.75 **
53238.24 39.42 0.49 26.46 16.75 1.82 Sguera et al. 2006
53248.97 26.48 0.7 13.04 8.26 1.71 **
53479.78 13.29 0.19 11.41 7.22 0.33 Sm ith et al. 2006
53802.97e 27.5 0.47 17.20 10.88 0.63 **
53831.15 14.33 0.01 8.69 5.50 0.64 **
53987.7e 13.76 0.06 8.25 5.22 0.62 **
53990.81 14.77 0.12 7.70 4.87 1.25 **
54011.69e 28.4 0.52 15.22 9.63 11.60 **
54161.08d’e 10.26 0.43 4.69 2.97 9.00 **
54161.57d’e 26.7 0.43 24.67 15.62 1.44 T urler et al. 2007
54168.43e 35.29 0.57 16.27 10.30 1.37 **
54564.68e 23.8 0.27 14.634 9.26 0.38 Rom ano et al. 2008
Note: The peak flux represents the highest count rate achieved in a ScW during each outburst. These are converted 
in to the given flux with the conversion 1.3xl0—11 erg cm-2 s—1 =  1.4xl0—4 ph cm-2 s—1. a MJD is that of the 
mid-point of the first ScW identified in an outburst event. b Energy range 18 - 60keV. c Assuming a distance of 
2.3 kpc. d Part of the same outburst event. e Detection in the S w if t /BAT orbital lightcurve .
Phase
F ig u r e  5. Phase folded 18-60 keV lightcurve w ith o u tbursts  re­
moved, folded on th e  51.47 day period. There appears to  be some 
consistently  non-zero, low level emission around th e  orbit, how­
ever it is not periodic in nature, th e  m axim um  power generated 
in th e  Lomb-Scargle analysis was 13 and not significant. Hence 
it is believed th a t  for th is  system  th e  periodic signal is generated 
purely from o u tb u rst emission.
range of 25 - 28 M<t> for the supergiant (Cox & Pilachowski 
2000), the semi-major axis of the system is estim ated to be 
173.4 - 179.8 R.0 . The lower and upper limits of the stellar 
radius are estim ated as 14.4 - 23.2 R,7, from the SED fitting 
outlined in Rahoui et al. (2008). For the remainder of this 
discussion we adopt a stellar mass of 25 M,t> and an orbital 
semi-major axis of 173.4 R,7,.
By inspecting the phase-folded lightcurve, Fig. 2, it can
T a b le  2. S w if t/B A T  o u tbu rsts not tem porally  coverred by 
IB IS /ISG R I
D ate M JD Phase Significance D uration  (h)
53424.69 0.10 8.91 2.4
53765.79 0.73 12.64 18.3
54269.14 0.52 7.53 3.2
54347.45 0.05 7.75 6.2
54411.19 0.28 8.29 3.1
54692.00 0.74 17.47 11.2
be seen th a t with this ephemeris the maximum flux occurs 
in the orbital phase bin centred on 0.483. Further inspection 
of this region of the orbit, from Table 1, shows variations in 
the properties of outbursts. The fact th a t an outburst is not 
observed with each periastron passage and th a t the dura­
tion of observed outbursts in this region vary from 0.63 to
41.2 hours indicates th a t the XTE J1739—302 system does 
not undergo accretion in the Roche-Lobe overflow regime, 
whereby persistent periastron emission on a more consistent 
timescale would be expected. Figure 6 shows a plot of the 
LI Lagrangian point separation from the supergiant com­
panion as a function of orbital phase for a range of orbital 
eccentricities (Paczyriski 1971). As this shows, eccentricities 
of up to —0.8 are possible before the separation moves to 
w ithin the upper limit of the stellar radius, inducing Roche- 
Lobe overflow. Therefore from this consideration alone it 
is not possible to place a tightly constraining limit on the 
eccentricity of the system.
The low luminosity sta te  of 8.2 x 1033 erg s_1 (2 -
10 keV), assuming a distance of 2.3 kpc, observed with
6 S. P. Drave et al.
Phase
F ig u r e  6. T he L I Lagrangian point separation  from th e  Super­
giant as a  function of o rb ital phase. T he eccentricities 0.0, 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are p lo tted . Eccentricities of up to  e ~0 .8  are 
possible before a Roche-Lobe overflow regim e would s ta rt to  take 
effect a t th e  upper lim it of th e  supergiant radius.
Chandra (Smith et al. 2006) and the quiescence detections 
of a 3cr upper limit at <7.0 x 1032 erg s_1 (2 - 10 keV), 
6.0 x 1032 erg s_1 (2 - 10 keV) and 4.1 x 1032 erg s_1 
(0.5 - 10 keV) by ASC A  (Sakano et al. 2002), S u n ft/X B T  
(Romano et al. 2009b) and X M M /Epic-PN  (Bozzo et al. 
2010) respectively are not consistent with spherically sym­
metric, smooth wind Bondi-Hoyle accretion (Bondi & Hoyle 
1944). While the variations in emission could result from NS 
separation changes around the orbit for some of the pos­
sible orbital configurations in this system, the lack of an 
underlying flux m odulation in Fig. 5 and the inconsistency 
in significance of different outbursts at approximately the 
same phase of the orbit shows th a t a smoothly varying stel­
lar wind can not explain the outbursts observed. Instead 
we take this to show tha t the neutron star is in fact trav­
elling through an inhomogeneous, non-symmetrical stellar 
wind in the XTE J1739—302 system, in accordance with the 
“clumpy wind models” of SFXTs (W alter & Zurita Heras 
2007, Negueruela et al. 2008).
Looking at Fig. 2 it can be seen tha t the Chandra 
observation occurred at the edge of one of the emission 
side peaks. Hence the higher level of emission seen in tha t 
data  compared to the ‘quiescent d a ta ’ could be resulting 
from observation during an orbital phase tha t shows a sys­
tem atic increase in luminosity over the full IBIS/ISG RI 
lightcurve. Figure 5 shows the phase folded lightcurve of 
XTE J1739—302 with all identified outbursts removed, we 
see th a t there is residual non-zero emission remaining in 
this lightcurve. Taking the average count rates out of this 
data  a luminosity of 2.9 x 1033 erg s_1 (18 - 60keV) is 
calculated, using the conversions outlined in Table 1. The 
fact tha t persistent emission is observed in the full out-of- 
outburst IBIS/ISG RI lightcurve, shows some underlying ac­
tivity in the system. Following the arguments in the above 
paragraph this activity is a ttribu ted  to many small flares 
tha t can not be detected individually bu t sum up to a de­
tectable emission over the full length of the IBIS/ISG RI 
lightcurve. Behaviour such as this was observed in the X M M  
observations of Bozzo et al. (2010) and supports the conclu­
sions of Romano et al. (2009b) th a t ‘true quiescence is a rare 
s ta te ’. This is a different behaviour to th a t observed in IGR 
J17544—2619 (Clark et al. 2009) where the removal of out­
bursts resulted in a relatively small change in the shape of 
the lightcurve. The presence of underlying periodic m odu­
lation of the emission in th a t system and the lack of it in 
this one is likely an orbital effect. The larger orbit of XTE 
J1739—302 prohibits observable m odulation being produced 
by the orbital variations in either a smooth stellar wind com­
ponent or the frequency of low level flaring events. XTE 
J1739—302 shows the extent of its transient nature from the 
ASC A  observation, where a deep quiescence was observed 
followed by rapid flares w ith dynamic ranges of over 103, 
and took place at a phase of 0.468 in this ephemeris, placing 
it within the periastron region. This suggests a very high 
degree of ‘clumping’ within the wind in order to allow qui­
escence states, in very close proximity to distinct outbursts, 
to be observed within the periastron region of the orbit. This 
is taken to show th a t the m ajority of the periodicity infor­
m ation in XTE J1739-302 is a result of outburst emission. 
To safeguard against a small number of events separated 
by multiples of the proposed orbital period falsely creating 
a signal, iterative and random  removals of identified out­
bursts from the lightcurve were performed. There were no 
indications from either case th a t the removal of a small num ­
ber of events could destroy the signal. It is believed th a t the 
reliance on outburst detection contributes to the periodic­
ity only being seen by IBIS/ISG RI as a combination of in­
strum ent sensitivities and pointing strategies could prevent 
outburst detection in other instruments.
The presence of the two side-peaks seen in Fig. 2, both  
detected at —4 to 5a  significance is intriguing and could 
help in defining the orbital characteristics of the system. 
In Ducci et al. (2009) an anisotropic stellar wind with an 
enhanced equatorial density region, inclined at some angle 
to the plane of the neutron star orbit, is invoked within 
the clumpy wind model to explain features in the phase- 
folded lightcurve of IGR J11215-5952. As a consequence a 
more general system was modelled and it was shown th a t 
symmetric outbursts corresponding to the crossing of the 
enhanced density region by the neutron star could produce 
up to 3 outbursts per orbit (Figure 15 of Ducci et al. 2009). 
Using a simplified geometric version of this model w ith the 
equatorial density region inclined to the neutron star orbit at 
90°, intersections of the neutron star orbit and stellar wind 
disc at the required phases are obtained for an orbit w ith an 
eccentricity of e —0.16. However this results in a difference 
in separation between periastron and apastron of 56.3 R©, 
corresponding to a ratio of clump interaction probability of 
only P peri — 1.5 P ap using the relationship in Clark et al.
(2009). This is below the observed distribution of outbursts, 
Nperi =  1-89 Nap for all outbursts or Np£Ti =  2.25 Nap for just 
the larger outburst events detailed in Table 1. This increase 
is to be expected in this model as clumps expand as they 
move out from the parent star, hence becoming less dense 
and making strong outbursts less likely. Since 90° is the 
most extreme case of the inclination of the enhanced density 
region to the orbital plane, however, the value of e —0.16 
can act as a lower limit on the eccentricity if the enhanced 
equatorial density region explanation proves to be correct.
If the side-peaks are a real feature then  this also has 
wide implications for the interpretation of SFXT systems.
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The presence of equatorial disc-like structure within the stel­
lar wind goes beyond the current applications of orbital vari­
ations, compared to more classical Sg-XRBs, to explain the 
observed behaviour of SFXTs and implies a link towards the 
Be-XRB class of systems as well. This would be strong evi­
dence to show th a t SFXTs are in fact an interm ediate class 
of systems th a t help bridge the gap between the two original 
classes of HMXBs.
5 C O N C L U SIO N S
Observations of X TE J1739—302 across the lifetime of the 
IN T E G R A L  mission using IBIS/ISG RI have uncovered a 
period of 51.47 ±  0.02 days which is interpreted as the or­
b ital period of the system. The relatively long period, in 
SFXT terms, results in an orbital semi-major axis in the 
range 173.4 - 179.8 R© and allows for orbital eccentricities 
up to —0.8 before Roche-Lobe overflow emission would be 
expected. No further, firm constraints can be placed on the 
eccentricity at the current time. The outburst history and 
reported luminosities lead to the conclusion th a t the neu­
tron star orbits in an inhomogeneous ‘clum ped’ stellar wind, 
w ith some evidence tha t this system may contain an en­
hanced equatorial density region. The fact th a t emission at 
quiescent levels can be seen very near periastron suggests a 
high degree of ‘clumping’ within the stellar wind. Further 
observations and modelling are encouraged to identify with 
greater certainty if features in the phase-folded lightcurve 
are in fact due to an enhanced equatorial density region, as 
well as directed optical follow-up in an attem pt to identify 
the presence or lack of any features th a t are akin to the Be 
X-ray binaries tha t contain prominent equatorial discs. The 
identification of an orbital period in XTE J1739-302 makes 
it the sixth firmly identified periodic SFXT, suggesting tha t 
periodicity is a common feature in such systems. It also gives 
a further behaviour to a system th a t is widely considered the 
archetype of the SFXT class.
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